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• Relocations drove leasing activity in May 

• Availability remained steady month-over-month at 11.2% 

and finished just below 11.4% recorded one year ago 

• The rezoning of the Vanderbilt Corridor in Midtown East 

was approved by the city council, allowing SL Green’s 

One Vanderbilt to enter the next phase of development 

• Asking rents finished at $68.04/SF, up 5% year-over-year 

from $64.80/SF 
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Asking Rent and Availability 

Current 

Month 

Prior  

Month 

Year Ago 

Period 

12 Month 

Forecast 

Total Inventory 450MSF 450MSF 447MSF  

Availability Rate 11.2% 11.2% 11.4%   

Monthly Net Absorption -322,029 304,559 1.4MSF  

Average Asking Rent $68.04 $68.14  $64.80  

Under Construction  10.7MSF 10.7MSF 8.1MSF  

Tenant relocations 

dominate leasing market 

Manhattan market activity was stable in May, as 2.0 million square feet of 

leasing brought the year-to-date leasing total to 14.3 million square feet. 

Shoe retailer Foot Locker signed the largest deal of the month, a 145,000-

square-foot relocation to 330 West 34th Street from nearby 112 West 34th 

Street. In contrast to previous months, much of the deal-making in May 

involved midsize tenant relocations rather than large renewals, expansions 

and consolidations. Leasing was balanced by several blocks of space coming 

onto the market in Midtown South. As a result, Manhattan’s availability held 

flat month-over-month at 11.2% and finished down from 11.4% in May 2014. 

Total net absorption for Manhattan finished at negative 322,029 square feet 

in May, pushing the year-to-date total to negative 3.4 million square feet. 

Asking rents finished at $68.04/SF, up 5% year-over-year from $64.80/SF. 

Midtown 

Six of the 10 largest leases signed in May were completed in Midtown, all of 

which were tenant relocations. Law firm Norton Rose Fulbright signed the 

largest deal, agreeing to move from its offices at 666 Fifth Avenue and take 

107,215 square feet at 1301 Avenue of the Americas. Strong leasing among 

financial and legal tenants drove the absorption total to positive 58,952 

square feet. Availability was 11.8%, stable over last month and last year.  

A significant milestone in the rezoning and development of Midtown’s East 

Side was reached in May. The city council unanimously approved rezoning of 

the Vanderbilt Corridor, including SL Green’s 63-story One Vanderbilt. The 

building, which will be anchored by TD Bank, is slated to deliver 1.8 million 

square feet of Class A space in 2020, with occupancy scheduled for 2021. A 

key part of the approval process involved SL Green’s $220 million 

commitment to upgrading the transit infrastructure around Grand Central 

Terminal. The approval is expected to influence a larger rezoning of East 

Midtown, from roughly 37th to 59th streets. This effort would allow modern 

towers to rise in a market where the inventory is an average of 75 years old. 

Midtown South 

Midtown South captured two of the three largest leases signed this month, 

both of which involved tenant relocations: the aforementioned Foot Locker 

deal, and the 95,000-square-foot relocation of tech-based financial services 

company Paypal from the Flatiron district to 95 Morton Street in the Hudson 

Square submarket. Nevertheless, midsize blocks of space that hit the market 

in Hudson Square and the Garment District pushed net absorption to 

negative 440,439 square feet. As a result, availability increased to 9.1% from 

8.8% in April, but finished down from 9.8% one year ago. 

Downtown 

Availability was steady in May at 13.8%, but finished up from 12.5% in May 

2014. This increase can be attributed to the large amount of shadow space 

that has hit the market recently. Meanwhile, Downtown asking rents climbed 

to $56.35/SF in May, up 12% from $50.36/SF this time last year. 
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Market Statistics 

Data through May 31, 2015 

Midtown - A 190,644,783 102,488 -809,840 11.7% 11.7% 12.3% $82.45 $82.58  $77.73 

Overall  212,112,780 58,952  -1,213,920 11.4% 11.5% 11.9% $80.44 $80.53   $75.92  

Midtown South - A 36,233,290 -149,215 -261,109 6.3% 5.9% 8.9% $62.63  $62.50  $66.44 

Overall 138,971,885 -440,439 -1,034,093 9.1% 8.8% 9.9% $60.34  $60.18  $58.15 

Downtown - A 72,778,084 48,328 -1,337,979 15.8% 15.9% 13.4% $58.12  $58.13  $52.07  

Overall 98,674,399 59,458  -1,119,094  13.8% 13.9% 12.5% $56.35 $56.33  $50.36  

Manhattan - A 299,656,157 1,601 -2,408,928 12.0% 12.0% 12.2%  $72.29  $72.42  $69.16 

Overall  449,759,064  -322,029 -3,367,107 11.2%  11.2%  11.4%  $68.04  $68.14  $64.80 

Newmark Grubb Knight Frank has implemented a proprietary database and our tracking methodology has been revised.  With this expansion and refinement in our data, there may be adjustments in 

historical statistics including availability, asking rents, absorption and effective rents. Newmark Grubb Knight Frank Research Reports are available at www.ngkf.com/research 

All information contained in this publication is derived from sources that are deemed to be reliable. However, Newmark Grubb Knight Frank (NGKF) has not verified any such information, and the same constitutes the 

statements and representations only of the source thereof, and not of NGKF. Any recipient of this publication should independently verify such information and all other information that may be material to any decision 

that recipient may make in response to this publication, and should consult with professionals of the recipient’s choice with  regard to all aspects of that decision, including its legal, financial, and tax aspects and 

implications. Any recipient of this publication may not, without the prior written approval of NGKF, distribute, disseminate, publish, transmit, copy, broadcast, upload, download, or in any other way reproduce this 

publication or any of the information it contains. 

Significant Lease Transactions 

Foot Locker 330 West 34th Street Midtown South, Penn Station New 145,000 

The shoe retailer will relocate from 112 West 34th Street, where the company recently renewed its flagship store.  

Norton Rose Fulbright 1301 Avenue of the Americas Midtown, Sixth Ave/Rock Center New 107,215 

The law firm agreed to move from 666 Fifth Avenue in the Upper Fifth/Plaza district.  

Paypal 95 Morton Street Midtown South, Hudson Square New 95,000 

The tech-oriented financial services firm will vacate 625 Avenue of the Americas in August 2015 following its split from parent company, Ebay. 

Olshan Frome Wolosky 1325 Avenue of the Americas Midtown, Sixth Ave/Rock Center  New 49,688 

The law firm will relocate from 65 East 55th Street in the Park Avenue submarket. 

American Century Investments 330 Madison Avenue Midtown, Grand Central New 41,054 

The financial services firm committed to occupy the entire ninth floor in the building. 

Tenant Address Market/Submarket Type Square Feet 
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